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- PROGRAM-

String Q}jartet in C Major, Op. 54, No. 2 
FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN (1732-1809) 

Vivace 

Adagio 

Menuetto: Allegretto 

Finale: Adagio - Presto 

String Q.yartet No. 4 (1928) 

BELA BARTOK (1881-1945) 

Allegro 

Prestissimo, con sordino 

Non troppo lento 

Allegretto pizzicato 

Allegro molto 

- INTERMISSION-

Q}jartet in F Major, Op. 96, /1.merican" 
ANTONIN DVORAK (1841-1904) 

Allegro ma non troppo 

Lento 

Molto vivace 

Finale: Vivace ma non troppo 



FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN (1732-1809) 

Strin9 Q,yartet in C Major, Op. 54, No. 2 (1788) 

The Opus 54 quartets are known as the "Tost" Quartets because they were given 

by Haydn to Johann Tost, a violinist in the orchestra at Esterhazy. A very special sort 

of violinist he must have been, for it was he who joined Mozart and Haydn in Vienna 

for chamber music get-togethers. 

After a while, one runs out of words to express admiration and astonishment 

for the inexhaustible richness of Haydn's imagination, skill, ingenuity and courageous 

innovation. Haydn's genius does not overwhelm, like that of Beethoven, Bach or 

Mozart. It is subtle, steady, finely engineered as a clock, gathering momentum over 

time. Taken together, the reaches of Haydn's innovation form an astonishing arch, 

like a rainbow across the musical landscape of his epoch, stretching into our own. 

In each of his sets of quartets Haydn had a plan. For each opus the plan was different. 

By the time he arrived at Opus 54 at age fifty-six, famous all over Europe for his cham

ber music and having firmly established ground rules which would be followed by 

composers up to the present day, his plan was to further synthesize and, it seems, 

to astonish. 

As in his Opus 50, Haydn found it to his liking to simplify the amount of thematic 

material in each movement, preferring to expand a limited palette in a way so richly 

inventive that unless we paid close attention, we would not realize how minimal it 

was. More than that, these Opus 54 quartets are full of surprises: unexpected disso

nances, unprecedented formal arrangements, unaccustomed keys and, in the case of 

the quartet heard tonight, a unique and beautiful slow movement. 

The quartet opens vivace, with a simple, energetic little tune just a tad off, for 

its lack of symmetry- a five-measure phrase rounded out by an odd pause, repeated. 

Next we are plunged into a strange key without warning. This excursion doesn't last 

very long as we make our way back to the starting point. There is essentially only one, 

highly elaborated, theme in the first part (the exposition) instead of two; a subtheme 

makes a late and brief appearance not mentioned at all in the development, and the 

recapitulation is embroidered with new harmonies. 

Next, the Ada9io. Nothing like it exists in earlier quartets. Where could this music 

have come from? Oriental in its pulsating rhythms and the improvisational line of the 

first violin, it brings to mind music of the synagogue or perhaps a band of wandering 

Turks. Rather than end, this extraordinary movement leads directly into the Minuet

Trio, itself startling for a repeated, sour dissonance a few measures into the lrio section. 

The Finale, too, brings a surprise. It starts out Ada9io, as if by way of an introduc

tion to a traditional sonata-form .finale, but continues in this vein all the way to a mad

cap Presto pseudo-rondo which goes absolutely nowhere- who did he think he was 

kidding?- before returning to the solemn Ada9io, with which, impossibly, it ends! 

Pro9ram note © Nora Avins Kl.ein, January, 2004 



BELA BARTOK (1881-1945) 

String Qy.artet No. 4, Sz 91 (1928) 

In the first half of the twentieth century, even as Germany and Austria were still 

convinced of their centrality to the world of Western music, a group of tremendously 

influential composers, conductors and performers would emerge from the East from 

the Franz Liszt Academy of Music in Budapest, to populate the concert stages of the 

Old and New World for decades to come. This, despite the fact that most of Hungary's 

towns were little more than overgrown villages and eighty percent of its population 

was illiterate. 

Bela Bart6k was born in eastern Hungary in a town now in Romania. Despite a 

musical education in the German-Austrian tradition, he turned to the music of rural 

Hungary, as practiced by the people of its almost inaccessible villages, becoming 

enthralled by music totally unknown to the outside world - " ... of incomparable 

beauty and perfection." Here are Bart6k's own words: 

"Even at the beginning of our exploration of Hungarian peasant music we were 

rather surprised to find the common major and minor scales absent for the most part, 

especially in ... the most genuine folk melodies. Instead, we found the five most com

monly used modes of the art music of the Middle Ages, and besides these, some others 

absolutely unknown from modal music, and furthermore, scales with seemingly orien

tal features ( ... having augmented second steps) ... So we took it, quite subconsciously, as 

the most suitable antidote for the hyperchromaticism of Wagner and his followers. 

Thus, we had two different starting points for our creative work: the modes of our 

rural melodies and the pentatonic scale of our oldest music." This particular pentaton

ic scale was different from the more familiar one from the Far East which encompasses 

the interval of a sixth; it consists of three whole tones flanked on either side by a 

minor third, encompassing in all, the interval of a seventh. 

Bart6k' s Fourth Qyartet is formulated in five clearly separate movements, arranged 

in mirror symmetry. The individual movements are in themselves variations at the 

same time that the last is a variation on the first, and the fourth on the second. The 

second and fourth movements, both scherzos, each have their special effects - muted 

strings in the first instance, plucked strings in the second ( sometimes plucked with 

such strength as to snap against the finger board - a deliberate device known as "the 

Bart6k pizzicato"). The central slow movement, a respite from the abrasive vigor of the 

other four, is based on closely compressed notes which, if sounded one by one, would 

compose the notes of an ordinary A-Major scale. If the harmonic language of this quar 

tet bears no resemblance to the music of its predecessors, the compositional devices de 

In this quartet we hear such familiar features as canons, inversions, and themes and 

variations set in remnants of sonata, da capo aria and scherzo-trio form. 

Pro9ram note © Nora Avins Klein, January, 2004 
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ANTONIN DVORAK (1841-1904) 

String Qyartet in F Major, Op. 96, '54.merican" 

The Bohemian composer, Antonin Dvorak, finished his sketches for the Qyartet 

in F Major in only three days, completing the score very soon thereafter. Dvorak was 

spending the summer of 1893 in Spillville, Iowa. He had brought his wife and six 

children to experience the American Midwest, and to relax after a stressful year in 

New York City. In addition to being the hometown of his close friend, the violinist 

Kovarik, Spillville was home to an immigrant Czech community. Dvorak felt very 

comfortable and happy during his stay there. 

The quartet, later acquiring the nickname of the "American" Qyartet, was 

composed immediately after the New World Symphony. There is disagreement 

as to whether the themes in this quartet were derived from Negro spirituals and 

American Indian music, or whether they simply resemble both American and 

Bohemian folk traditions in their melodic and rhythmic structure. 

In this quartet, Dvorak departs from his usual style and presents themes in 

short settings, one following another, with minimal development. As if expressing 

delight in his new surrounding, the quartet exudes an air of freedom and exuberance. 

The first movement starts with a viola melody similar to the beginning of 

Smetana s quartet. (It is interesting to note that Dvorak played the viola part in the 

first private performance of Smetana s work.) The themes in this movement are 

based on the five-tone pentatonic scale (the black keys of the piano). 

The second movement, largely a duet between the first violin and the cello, 

reveals one of Dvorak' s most inspired melodies. The movement begins and ends 

quietly. In the middle, the first violin soars to a passionate climax, while the second 

violin contributes answering phrases. 

The third movement contains a single theme. Dvorak admitted that a high 

counterpoint in this movement, played by the first violin, was an imitation of the 

song of the scarlet tanager, a bird that he often heard singing during his walks 

around Spillville. 

The Finale contains several high-spirited melodies. In the middle of the move

ment is a chorale, akin to hymns that Dvorak played on the organ during services 

at the St. Wenceslas church in Spillville. 

Enthusiastic about his new composition, Dvorak insisted that it be tried at 

once. Dvorak himself played first violin - most likely having played nothing as 

difficult in twenty years - and members of the Kovarik family filled the other posi

tions. This quartet was destined to become one of the most popular works 

in the quartet repertoire. Even during Dvorak' s lifetime, the Kneibel quartet 

claimed to have played this quartet fifty times in one season! 

Pro9ram note © Mar9aret Bra99 
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Praised as "the finest quartet based in New York" in the December 2001 issue of Strad J 

magazine, the American String Quartet has achieved a position of rare esteem in the 

world of chamber music. On annual tours that have included virtually every important ~ 

concert hall in ten European countries and across North America, the Quartet has won 
> 

critical acclaim for its presentations of the complete quartets of Beethoven, Schubert, 

Schoenberg, Bart6k and Mozart, and for collaborations with a host of distinguished 

artists. In the 1998-1999 season, the American celebrated its 25th anniversary with a tour 

that included concerts in all fifty states, a performance at the Kennedy Center in 

Washington, and two European tours. 

Its innovative cyclic programming continues to expand, from "Beethoven the 

Contemporary" at the University of Michigan and the six Mozart viola quintets at the 

Aspen Festival with Michael Tree (broadcast live across the country) to a current four

year cycle at Princeton University. There, the Quartet is performing the complete quin

tets and sextets of Mozart and Brahms, joined in each concert by a renowned guest. Each 

program opens with one of the American's favorite Haydn quartets. 

Resident quartet at the Aspen Music Festival since 1974 and the Manhattan School of 

Music in New York since 1984, the American has also served as resident quartet at the 

Taos School of Music (1979-1998), the Peabody Conservatory and the Van Cliburn 

International Piano Competition, and in 1999 was invited to judge the first Bordeaux 

International String Quartet Competition. The Quartet's diverse activities have also 

included numerous radio and television broadcasts in fifteen countries, tours to East Asia, 
1 and performances with the Montreal Symphony, the New York City Ballet and the 

Philadelphia Orchestra. 

As champions of new music, the American has given the premiere of many new 

works, most recently including Richard Danielpour' s ()!Jartet No. 4 (2001 ), commissioned 

by Kansas City Friends of Chamber Music and Curt Cacioppo's "a distant voice callin9" 

(2002), commissioned by Arizona Friends of Chamber Music. 

The American's recording of three recent quartets by Kenneth Fuchs was released l:,_ 

Albany Records in 2001. Its 1998 recordings of all the Mozart string quartets for Musical 

Heritage on a set of matched Stradivarius instruments are widely considered to have set 

the standard for this repertoire. Recording projects this season include a disc of three 

Daniel pour quartets and Brahms' s string chamber music, all for Arabesque. 

Formed in 1974, when its original members were students at the Juilliard School, d 
American String Quartet won both the Coleman Competition and the Naumburg Aw 

that same year. Each member also makes time for solo appearances and recitals. 

Recordings: CRI, Musical Heritage Society, Nonesuch, New World, MusicMasters, Albany 

The American String Quartet is represented by: 

Melvin Kaplan, Inc. 

115 College Street 

Burlington, Vermont 05401 

www.melkap.com 


